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Microscopic car following models, or simply car following models, are used to determine 
how vehicles are following one another on roadways. They are the foundation of microscopic 
traffic flow theories and are of great importance with regard to the developments of adaptive 
cruise control (ACC) system and connected and automated vehicles (CAV), as well as the 
evaluation of intelligent transportation system (ITS) strategies. Therefore, it is very demanding 
to keep improving existing car following models or develop new ones towards better 
reproducing human driver behaviours or addressing specific traffic challenges. In this thesis, 
we mainly focus on conventional, mathematical-equation based car following models and 
novel, machine-learning based car following models. 
The aims and purposes of this thesis consist of five folds: 1) to take intensive revisits into 
several widely-used microscopic car following models (from conventional model family or 
machine-learning based model family) to further study their advantages and deficiencies; 2) to 
propose corresponding solutions (by modifying car following model structure or model 
calibration approach) towards addressing such deficiencies of existing models; 3) to develop 
new car following models using novel machine learning technologies to solve traffic challenges 
that human drivers are hard to overcome; 4) to comprehensively evaluate the performances of 
the proposed car following models by comparing them with similar, existing counterparts from 
various aspects; 5) to discuss about the application fields where these proposed car following 
models can be best applied. 
To achieve the above goals, in the first part of the thesis (Chapter 3 and 4), we mainly 
focus on the revisiting of conventional, equation-based car following models. Firstly, we revisit 
a well-recognised conventional car following model and find that this model may easily yield 
overreacted outputs in specific conditions, especially in face of the changes of leaders that are 
widely seen on multi-lane roadways. Then, we improve the model by introducing a dynamic 
acceleration confinement term to ensure that under no circumstances will the model produce 
any overreacted maneuvers. Experimental results also validate that the modified car following 
model can indeed better reproduce human driver behaviours in the aforementioned scenarios 
and it can be applied to both single-lane scenarios and multi-lane scenarios. Secondly, we also 
pay attention to the parameter calibration process of conventional car following models. 
Different from the previous attempt which optimizes conventional models through modifying 
 
iii 
model structures, we alternatively try to improve conventional models towards solving specific 
traffic challenges (e.g. achieve eco-driving) through the modification of model parameter 
calibration approaches. 
In the second part of the thesis (Chapter 5 and 6), we transfer our focus to modelling car 
following maneuvers using machine learning technologies. To be specific, two novel car 
following models based on different cutting-edge machine learning algorithms have been 
proposed, respectively. The first model is built on one of the popular reinforcement learning 
algorithms and aims at jointly improving travel efficiency and reducing energy consumption. 
Due to the physical limitations and selfishness (uncooperativeness) of human drivers, it is very 
difficult for human driven vehicles to achieve the above dual goals. Therefore, the first car 
following model is designed dedicated for connected and automated vehicles. By contrast, the 
second car following model is developed from a simple lazy-learning algorithm that enables 
the model to learn from the massive field traffic data to better reproduce different human driver 
behaviours in a real-time manner. The birth of the model is a result of an intensive revisit into 
an existing field-data driven car following model that performs well in general yet still has a 
few obvious deficiencies including low computational efficiency and prediction accuracies 
being easily interfered by non-similar field data samples. By introducing a different lazy-
learning algorithm, the new model can perfectly address the aforementioned deficiencies of the 
existing model. A series of experimental tests (case studies) have also been conducted to 
validate the performances of the two machine-learning based car following models proposed 
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